PRODUCTS

↑ Rex Kralj

↓ CMD

↑ Venice M

↓ Zita Menyhart Studio

Slovenian furniture company
Rex Kralj starts 2016 with a new
catalogue ”TIMELESS”. The
company was founded in its
original form in 1952 by Niko
Kralj, who has made significant
contributions to 20th century
industrial design. The Rex Kralj
collection includes chairs,
stools, tables and a daybed. The
Rex Lounge and its variations
date back to 1956 and have sold
in excess of one million units.
Rex Kralj will show the Shell
Armchair and the Dining Table
CC for the first time this year.
The Shell collection takes its
elegant shape from two
similarly formed plywood
panels, resulting in a
comfortable, ergonomic seat.
rex-kralj.com

CMD’s New Inca power and USB
charging module has been
designed specifically for
communal areas and meeting
rooms. This stylish power and
USB charging module is
available in black, grey and
white and has four faces that
can be configured in a variety
of ways to provide a power and
charging solution for any
working environment.
cmd-ltd.com

The Zoe floor lamp is the
newest lighting piece from
Venice M and is part of the Zoe
collection. Made from polished
chrome with polished gold
spheres, the Zoe floor lamp can
also be customised in other
finishes such as black nickel.
Venice M is a lighting design
studio. From concept to
realisation, every step is
followed out by its creative and
technical teams, who work
together to create unique works
that fit into context. They select
the best production process and
materials.
venicem.com

Zita Menyhart Studio is a
London-based design studio
that designs and produces a
mix of contemporary home
accessories, furniture and
lighting. The current range
comprises complementing
furniture, lighting and home
accessories that together form
a cohesive collection.
Homecoming is a series of
coffee and side tables with a
phosphorescent map inspired
by the magnificent views of
some of our favourite cities
observed from above. The tiny
dots form a city map that glows
in the dark and stays visible
during the day. Zita Menyhart
Studio will be participating in
Clerkenwell Design Week.
zitamenyhart.com
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